JFKL Japanese Language Teachers’ Seminar, 2018

Saturday Teachers’ Seminar Comes to Penang!
In 2017, JFKL started a series of Saturday short seminars for teachers in Kuala
Lumpur. And for the first time we are bringing this seminar to Penang by reviving 3 of
its themes. You may choose to attend all the 3 sessions or either one or two. Won’t you

join us?
※Two-day Intensive Seminar in Penang is co-organized by The School of Languages, Literacies and Translation, Universiti
Sains Malaysia (PPBLT, USM) and The Japan Foundation, Kuala Lumpur (JFKL)
※This seminar will be conducted fully in JAPANESE.

Date & Time：
Venue

：

August 4 (Sat) 14:00～17:00
August 5 (Sun) 9:30～12:30 ＆ 14:00~17:00
Conference Hall @ D10, PPBLT, USM

Participation Fee： Free
Capacity
： 30 participants for each session
To apply, please complete the form at https://goo.gl/Y5xEG8
Date & Time

Theme & Content

Japanese Language Learners Motivation
① Aug.4 (Sat)
14:00~17:00

We shall dive deeper into the realm of Japanese language
learner’s motivation based on “Self-Determination Theory”.
And as teachers, let us think of what we can do to increase
student’s motivation in the classroom. （MIURA Takashi）

The Proper Way to Use PowerPoint
② Aug. 5(Sun)
9:30~12:30

③ Aug. 5(Sun)
14:00~17:00

While looking at the slides for lessons, think about how you
could use them effectively. On top of that, let’s learn about
how to make slides, especially effective ones. （MARUTANI
Shinobu）

The Fundamentals of Evaluation
While familiarizing ourselves with its fundamentals, we shall
use a test for the basic learners as an example, to think
about what makes a good test. （SERIZAWA Yumi）

Inquiry：JFKL MARUTANI Shinobu (Ms)

marutani@jfkl.org.my

Target
Teachers who are
concerned about
lowly motivated
students.

Teachers who
wish to use
PowerPoint more
effectively.
Teachers who are
new to teaching and
interested to learn
about the basics of
evaluation.

